
32 Madden Drive, Griffith, NSW 2680
House For Sale
Tuesday, 30 January 2024

32 Madden Drive, Griffith, NSW 2680

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 754 m2 Type: House

Nathan Thomas

0412335078

https://realsearch.com.au/32-madden-drive-griffith-nsw-2680
https://realsearch.com.au/nathan-thomas-real-estate-agent-from-soul-property-agents-griffith


Asking Price | $680,000 - $700,000

From the very first glance, 32 Madden Drive doesn't just whisper 'welcome' — it sings it! This sun-kissed sanctuary exudes

a radiant vibe that makes every entrance feel like a grand arrival. Every corner of this quality family home is bathed in

golden sunbeams, ensuring your days start with a sparkling smile. It's not just a house; it's a canvas where the sunrise

paints a new masterpiece every morning. Boasting two expansive living areas, this home is the stage for life's greatest

moments. Envision vibrant soirées and cozy movie marathons — space and style are your co-hosts here. Or step out to the

alfresco wonderland, a stage set for unforgettable nights under the stars. Your terrace is the perfect backdrop for

laughter-filled brunches and sumptuous summer feasts. Desire a dash of seclusion? With chic privacy blinds, retreat into

your personal cocoon of calm whenever the world outside buzzes a bit too loudly. With four bedrooms all with ample

storage there is plenty of room for the growing family to unwind and recharge. The front living room offers a cinematic

view of Scenic Hill Reserve's dusky descent, a serene spectacle that will punctuate your evenings with peace. Constructed

with finesse by Southern Vale Homes in 2016, this home hits every note of quality and craft. The kitchen, a gourmet's

dream, with modern appliances and a large island bench, there is no excuse not to elevate your culinary concerts. The

functionality is a dream with access from the garage into the laundry and kitchen, makes a busy lifestyle so easy. The

generous yard invites your imagination to run wild — envision children's laughter echoing as they play, or design the shed

or pool that mirrors your wildest whims. Don't just read about the magic of 32 Madden Drive — come and feel it! Let us

guide you through a home that doesn't just stand here, it lives and breathes enthusiasm and dreams.Join us, and let your

life be lifted in this haven of happiness and high spirits!


